Lasers for gravitational wave detectors need to fulfill tight requirements in amplitude stability, which can only be met by means of feedback control loops. Ultimately, power stabilization control loops are limited by the shot noise of their sensor. The power noise increases linearly with the amount of detected power, while the shot noise grows with the square root. Increasing the detected power is therefore a suitable means to reach a lower sensing noise but it is limited by the power handling capabilities of the photodiodes.
Introduction
The first detection of gravitational waves in 2015 started the age of gravitational wave astronomy [1, 2] . Current gravitational wave interferometers are large-scale Michelson interferometers enhanced with advanced interferometry techniques like signal and power recycling or arm cavities [3] . The interferometers transfer a differential phase modulation induced by a gravitational wave into a power modulation at the output port.
In the second generation gravitational wave detectors several effects induce a coupling from technical laser power noise into the readout channel of the interferometers [4] [5] [6] . The DC readout scheme [7] induces the dominant coupling for high frequencies, while radiation pressure differences in the arm cavities caused by mirror imperfections have the strongest impact at low frequencies [8] .
The relative power stability reached by the currently used feedback control loops is limited by their detector shot noise. Since the relative shot noise falls with the square root of the detected optical power, detecting more power can lower this limitation. Unfortunately, commercially available photodiodes become unreliable if they have to handle too much power. To reach the required relative power noise of 2 · 10 −9 Hz −1/2 at 10 Hz a shot noise limited photodiode array, detecting 200 mW, had to be developed [9] . While it will become increasingly difficult to reach better stabilities by detecting more optical power, alternative techniques become more attractive.
The optical AC coupling (OAC) technique can improve the sensitivity of a detector compared to its classical shot noise limitation without increasing the amount of detected power [10, 11] . The idea of OAC is to place the detector of the power stabilization feedback control loop in reflection of a narrow linewidth resonator. The optical high pass behavior of the resonator concerning noise sidebands on the reflected light is then used to change the signal to shot noise ratio on the detector.
OAC could provide a suitable way to satisfy the stability requirements of future gravitational wave detectors like the Einstein telescope [12] without developing increasingly complex photodiode arrays.
It was already demonstrated in table top power stabilization experiments, decreasing sensor noise for frequencies above 100 kHz [13] . An improvement for lower frequencies was prevented by the broad bandwidth of the resonators used in these experiments.
Here we investigated the OAC technique at the aLIGO Livingston detector. The aLIGO detectors inherently provide resonators with low linewidth, due to the 4 km armlength of the interferometer and the recycling techniques mentioned above.
We report on the first measurement of an optical AC coupling transfer function in the gravitational wave detection band, performed at the aLIGO Livingston gravitational wave detector.
Our measurement demonstrates a 10 dB increased signal to shot noise ratio for a power noise sensor using OAC compared to a classical detection scheme. It marks the first step towards an implementation of OAC at gravitational wave detectors.
We will start this article with a summary about the optical AC coupling theory before we describe how we measured the OAC transfer function at the aLIGO Livingston detector. After an overview of the parameters included in the calibration our results and the consequences for gravitational wave detectors will be discussed.
Optical AC coupling
The basic idea of optical AC coupling is simple: the detector of the power stabilization feedback control loop is placed in reflection of an impedance matched optical resonator with a narrow linewidth. When the laser light is resonant in the cavity the carrier light in reflection is suppressed. This is due to destructive interference between the directly reflected field and the fraction of the circulating field that leaks into the reflection port. The amplitude noise sidebands above the resonator linewidth, however, are fully reflected and hence preserved at their original size.
The field amplitude U in ( f ) of an amplitude modulated laser beam incident to a resonator can be denoted as:
The modulation index is given by m, while the frequency of the amplitude modulation is denoted by f. U 0 is the portion of U in ( f ) which is resonant in the optical resonator. Therefore U 1 represents non resonant portion of U in ( f ), which consists of higher order TEM modes as well as RF-sidebands. U 0 and U 1 are connected due to the finite total optical power P 0 and the mode matching coefficient p.
For improved readability the lower and upper sidebands will be denoted with M − and M + respectively. The filter effect of an optical resonator with corner frequency f 0 for amplitude modulations is described by h( f ) = 1/(1 + i( f /f 0 )). The linewidth is the full width at half maximum of the resonator's transmission (see figure 1) , while the corner frequency f 0 is the half width at half maximum. The reflected field amplitude U refl ( f ) for high mirror reflectivities, is deduced by adding up the directly reflected field and the leakage field of the resonator (see figure 1 ). The leakage field is weighted with h( f ), which affects the noise sidebands only.
3) The impedance matching a describes the ratio between the carrier field of the incoming beam and the carrier field of the resulting reflected field [13, 14] . It depends on the cavity mirror reflectivities and the internal losses such as scattering and aperture losses due to the finite mirror size.
A negative impedance matching indicates a 180
• phase difference between the carrier of the resulting field and the carrier of the incoming field. This occurs when the leakage field is larger than the directly reflected field and is referred to as the overcoupled impedance matching. A positive impedance matching means both carrier components have the same phase, which is referred to as undercoupled impedance matching.
The photodetector will sense power fluctuations instead of amplitude fluctuations. Therefore the powers
have to be derived. For small modulations m ≪ 1 terms of order m 2 can be neglected:
With the attenuation factor K and the phase κ, both depending on a, p, f 0 and f the reflected power is:
Prefl,DC
The transfer function of relative power fluctuations on the incoming beam to relative power fluctuations on the reflected beam (see figure 1 ) is given by [13] :
G oac ( f ) will be referred to as optical AC coupling transfer function. The factor g is a measure for the maximal gain in sensitivity and will therefore be referred to as optical AC coupling gain. Its value depends on the resonator's impedance matching a and its non resonant mode content p as follows:
The maximum gain is reached for frequencies above the corner frequency of the resonator, but the improvement in sensitivity can be up to 3 dB at f = f 0 /g. Gravitational wave detectors have their most stringent power stability requirements at low frequencies. For aLIGO these requirements are set to be a relative power noise of 2 · 10
Hz −1/2 at 10 Hz [15] . To make efficient use of the optical AC coupling technique in a gravitational wave detector a resonator with a corner frequency smaller than 10 Hz is necessary. Due to the 4 km long arm cavities and the recycling techniques used to increase the sensitivity, the aLIGO detectors inherently provide such a resonator. The interferometer which is working close to the dark fringe and is enhanced with signal recycling as well as arm cavities can be Measuring an optical AC coupling transfer function at the aLIGO detectors requires two photodetectors and an amplitude modulator. When the laser beam is resonant in the coupled cavity the amplitude modulator is used to imprint amplitude modulations. The first photodetector is used to sense the modulations incident to the coupled cavity, while the second one detects the modulation in its reflection. The optical AC coupling transfer function is measured as transfer function from power modulation on PD in to power modulation on PD refl (see equation (6)).
Experimental setup
Our experiment was performed at the aLIGO Livingston gravitational wave detector. A simplified sketch of the optical setup can be found in figure 2 .
The laser beam coming from the 200 W laser system is passing through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The AOM is an integral part of the laser system, located outside the aLIGO vacuum system. It is used as the actuator for the power stabilization feedback control loop and can be utilized to imprint additional power modulations for our transfer function measurement.
After entering the vacuum envelope the beam is transmitted through the suspended input mode cleaner (IMC), a 16.7 m long, three mirror resonator with a Finesse of 515 [16] . After transmission through a Faraday isolator (FI) the beam enters the coupled cavity formed by the power recycling mirror (PRM) and the 4 km arm length interferometer.
The interferometer comprised of the beamsplitter and the arm cavities is stabilized to the dark fringe operation point, such that almost all light is reflected back towards the input port. Hence the interferometer can be described by a compound mirror forming the second mirror of the coupled cavity. The first photodiode, PD in , is used to measure power modulation incident to the coupled cavity. It is located in transmission of an alignment mirror, downstream of the IMC The second photodiode, PD refl , detects the light reflected from the coupled cavity, which is separated from the incoming beam by the Faraday isolator.
These two photodiodes are used to compute the OAC transfer function G oac ( f ) (see equation (6)).
Both photodiodes were already installed as a part of the standard aLIGO optical layout and hence ready to be used for our transfer function measurement without further modifications. PD refl is normally used to create error signals for the common arm length degree of freedom (DOF) and the signal recycling cavity length DOF [17] . PD in is usually used as a sensor of the power stabilization feedback control loop. The feedback control loop had to be disabled for our transfer function measurement, otherwise the imprinted modulation would have been suppressed.
Measurement and calibration
This section will give a brief summary of the measurement and calibration procedure.
Both photodiodes, PD in and PD refl , produce different voltages for a specific power modulation imprinted by the AOM. For the purpose of this paper a relative calibration between both photodiodes was necessary.
Therefore the central beamsplitter of the Michelson interferometer was intentionally misaligned. In this situation the light can not become resonant in the interferometer and the power recycling mirror reflects all incoming light. The AOM was now used to imprint amplitude modulations required to measure a transfer function H unlockled ( f ) between the two photodiodes. This transfer function gives a precise calibration factor α( f ) = 1/H unlockled ( f ) regarding optical and electronic gain differences between them.
With the whole interferometer locked the transfer function H lockled ( f ) was measured to estimate the OAC transfer function. While the DC power on PD in is unchanged in this situation, the DC power on PD refl changes significantly due to the carrier light suppression g red . The carrier light suppression depends on the mode matching coefficient p and the impedance matching a and can be measured directly with PD refl :
Following equation (6) the OAC transfer function can be calculated from H lockled ( f ) via:
To measure the optical AC coupling transfer function we used two different techniques.
For frequencies above 5 Hz we used a broadband modulation with modulation coefficients of the order m = 5 · 10 −3 . For frequencies in between 0.1 Hz and 100 Hz we chose to use single frequency modulations instead of broadband modulations. This choice was motivated by higher noise levels on the light reflected by the coupled cavity and the existence of several mechanical resonance frequencies of the mirror suspensions in this frequency range. These resonances could have been excited by a broadband modulations via radiation pressure effects. We chose the modulation frequencies such that mechanical resonances were avoided and used modulation coefficients up to m = 0.02 to overcome the excess noise.
Whenever a transfer function H xy between two signals x( f ) and y( f ) is measured, the estimate Ĥ xy of the transfer function comes with a statistical error. Assuming an unbiased measurement the normalized rms error ε for the gain estimate |Ĥ xy | can be determined via the coherence γ 2 xy between both signals and the number of averages n D [18] :
The error in the phase estimate Φ xy in radians can be found to match the standard deviation (s.d.) when ε is small :
Consequently the coherence was measured in parallel to the transfer function measurement. A very strong coherence could be measured for the broadband modulations above 20 Hz. Therefore a statistical error of 0.125 dB and s.d.[Φ xy ] 0.8
• could be derived. The modulation strength and the number of averages was then adjusted to yield at least < 1 dB for every single frequency modulation measurement. The error bars for the measurements in figure 3 are derived using the measured coherence and number of averages and represent the individual statistical errors for each modulation frequency.
Results and simulation
In figure 3 we present a Bode diagram of the broadband optical AC coupling transfer function measurement (blue) as well as the single frequency modulation measurements (red). There are two major findings from this measurement: the optical AC coupling gain is g = 10.43 dB and the coupled cavity is in an overcoupled state. The overcoupled state manifests itself in the phase behavior of the transfer function measurement. The phase flip of 180
• between frequencies below and above the corner frequency is characteristic for overcoupled cavities. The carrier field in reflection is dominated by the carrier light leaking out of the resonator, which has a phase of 180 • compared to the directly reflected noise sidebands outside the cavity linewidth (see figure 1) .
To compare our results with the OAC theory we had to estimate several parameters of the coupled cavity. Hence an Optickle simulation [19] of the complete optical setup was performed. Based on our knowledge of the interferometer we estimated a corner frequency f 0 = 0.64 Hz, a mode matching coefficient p and an impedance matching a (see table 1 ). These estimates directly inferred a predicted carrier reduction g red and an OAC gain g.
In a second step we calculated a set of parameters p, and a from our measurements. Therefore we relied on the fact that independent measurements of the carrier reduction g red and the optical AC coupling gain g allow to estimate the impedance matching a as well as the mode matching coefficient p.
We measured the carrier reduction g red and OAC gain g as described in the section 3. With the equations (7) and (8) the parameters a and p were estimated. Our predicted values for impedance matching, non resonant mode content, power reduction and OAC gain are compared to the values resulting from the measurements in table 1. The preestimated and measured parameters are in close agreement with each other. We then used our measured optical AC coupling gain g and the simulated corner frequency to calculate the theoretical curve shown in green in figure 3 .
The measured transfer function agrees with the theoretical curve for high frequencies regarding its flat behavior. The measured data for frequencies below 5 Hz, however, deviates from the predicted OAC transfer function stronger than the derived statistical errors for an unbiased measurement can explain.
Discussion
The single frequency modulations yield very consistent results with the broadband measurements, therefore a qualitative difference of both measuring methods could mostly be ruled out. The deviation between our data and the theoretical transfer function at low frequencies could not be fully explained by the statistical errors of the measurements. However, in a gravitational wave detector with its numerous feedback control loops, other couplings could be the cause of this deviation.
Such a coupling could, for example, be caused by the differential arm length control loop. The interferometer is using a DC readout scheme, which means that the power level at the output port is used as an error signal to control the differential arm length degree of freedom. Therefore an injected power modulation which is transferred through the complete interferometer would be interpreted as a differential arm length change. The control loop would try to counteract this power change by acting on the testmasses, this could produce additional modulation in reflection of the interferometer. Such couplings are not included in our simulations but have the potential to bias the measurement. Further investigations about additional couplings of power modulations on the incoming beam to power modulations in reflection of the coupled cavity should be performed. Our measurements show the potential of the optical AC coupling technique for future improvements in power stabilization feedback control loops. Including the OAC technique at aLIGO could improve the shot noise limited power stability by 10 dB compared to the classical detection scheme which is currently used.
The implementation of OAC into a working power stabilization concept comes with relatively small additional effort. The only requirement for implementation is a low noise photodiode in the reflection port of the power recycling cavity. Since the aLIGO power stabilization is remote controlled, an OAC loop could be set up in parallel to the traditional stabilization and then be used as a test environment for a detailed noise analysis of this technique. Even though relative intensity noise is not a limiting noise source in the current state of the aLIGO detectors, the possibility to switch to an OAC based stabilization would help on further investigating OAC under realistic environmental conditions, especially regarding additional sensor noise attributed to OAC. As a first step this detector could be set up outside of the vacuum system, nevertheless using an in vacuum detector could be beneficial regarding pointing and scattering effects.
Third generation gravitational wave observatories like ET [12] or the newly proposed speed meter topology [20] rely on the use of power recycling resonators. This means OAC will stay a viable option for future gravitational wave detectors, since narrow linewidth resonators will be available.
Conclusion
We demonstrated the first measurement of an optical AC coupling transfer function at a gravitational wave detector. The optical AC coupling gain at the aLIGO Livingston detector was found to be g = 10.43 dB, which is in close agreement with simulations. To reach an equivalent enhancement in signal to shot noise ratio without OAC the detected power would need to be increased by a factor of 10. The effort to produce a complex photodiode array, capable of detecting such an increased power level, would be very high.
The shape of the transfer function follows theory closely, having small deviations at low frequencies. These deviations might be caused by couplings not included into our simulations, like the influence of other feedback control loops.
An implementation of optical AC coupling into a power stabilization feedback control loop at the aLIGO detectors comes with small experimental effort. It would provide great additional information about potential noise sources of OAC in a realistic test bed. The presented measurements demonstrated the large potential of OAC for third generation GWDs and should encourage further investigations.
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